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The psychologist had graduated as a doctor of psychology, working for a school and was already listed on the
list of court experts. A journalist recently took over the house and very soon after she gave a rostrum to other
journalists to tell about people who have robbed banks.
Spark then told him that the journalist had been hurt by somebody who interest, and so the victim is in connection with
her work. The psychologist told Spark that he excludes the possibility of the robbery being linked to her activity as a
journalist. And that she is the victim of casual criminals. Spark was very disappointed with his way of thinking.
He categorically and unjustifiably, according to Spark, ruled out the possibility that someone had ordered the robbery.
The journalist has fallen into the International List of Journalists who is victim in connection with their work.
Spark was right, and the psychologist nonprofessional.
The psychologist once asked Spark if she still goes to the Public Library. It looked like a vulture. He was
eating up with the deficiencies of people and looking for shortcomings where they are gone. Spark praised that she had
fields and forests of heritage, she has made a very complicated voluntary division between relatives. The psychologist
said: “Not much, someone can tell you”
"Go to the woods!"
“It's not a normal reaction”, Spark thought.
Just the small steps help us grow.
That forest and the fields would help to buy the apartment. If she had listened to his cowardly advice, she would still be
renting, but listening to himself and his heart, she settled in his own home. On a quiet Saturday night, the psychologist
was ringing at a fire, but Spark did not want to ruin her break. The psychologist was not bad, in general, but he was not
very good, he was not very smart.
He do not accept business plants. But he was obsessive. And because he was not the smartest, it is very dangerous.
He went on a trip to Austria. And he's shooting in front of a castle. A Dream for Castles and Princesses.
In July Spark saw the Psychologist on the street shaking with a laugh with a wide open mouth. And do you know why?
The police learned that Jane's mother threw 17010 pounds out the window. The police have asked to make a
psychological profile of the criminal, to catch it easier.
Telephone fraudsters phoned and said they were from the police and had to catch phone fraudsters, but for that purpose
they have to throw out all the money at home out the window. It was not funny that they lied to her. The fun was that so
much money is not being kept at home. It seems like no banks? What a mistrust. Spark offered the Psychologist to call
to calm Jane, but he refused.
Then Spark called Jane and told her there was a huge increase in wages to calm her from the monetary loss. But Jane
replied, "It is not certain that we are the victims of fraud." It is normal reaction that they want to avoid being told that
they have been stupid and left to deceive them in such a stupid way.
The rule was that the police never asked for money from the people and had warned on television many times
that citizens would not believe people who present themselves as policemen and want money.
The psychologist did not come to court in Old City to testify against Mayor of Dav City.
Although Spark was frightened, she went because she wrote in the summons, that who did not go without a
valid reason, is subject to a fine of 200 pounds. The psychologist apparently had a regular salary and a fine would not
scare him. Then Spark thought that he was a history teacher. Jane had met Spark and the Psychologist on the street.
Spark asked her:
Can you give me his phone, and Jane said, "No."
Dangerous, unresponsive person was Jane. Spark's mother 5 years ago said, "Stay away from her. She's very
bad."
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Spark and the psychologist had been summoned by the police as witnesses - witnesses at the moment when
the Mayor of Davytsy took the bribes - a large amount of money.
When Spark saw his absence from the court, Spark knew that the Psychologist had a heart of a mouse. After a
few days in Dav City someone stole 200 pounds from Sparks bag. She had sold her gold bracelet to buy a computer;
she was a lawyer, it was right to have a computer.
The Mayor of Dav City is obviously very sneaking when he does the job only if he is given money. He does
not take a state salary !?
Spark graduated, but nowhere in the small town did not started a permanent job. Neither in the Town
Hall ,neither in the regional schools. It is with such a corrupt mayor how to start work. So when they offered to work as
an elementary English teacher , Spark, without thinking, moved to Old City.
Uncle Pask and Aunt Stu were died and she did not have any sense of standing alone in Middelstone. They had
one child - Mary, three years older than Spark. Mary and Spark grew up as sisters. But Mery went to study at college in
Old City and as soon as she finished (gradued) she married. Uncle Pask liked to drink, but otherwise he was very smart
-everything he had made himself at home and in the garden. When he was drinking, he was talking loudly, and was
angry, shouted: "I have created you, I will destroy you!" Still, he was just shouting and shouting in support of the rule,
that a dog that barks does not bite. Uncle Pask was looking suspiciously at Spark and was angry that she did not look
like any of the family at all. For example, when she wanted to travel somewhere, Mary was jumping with joy, and
Spark was reserved.
Aunt Stu was looking to have pacify. She also did not like to spend money on frequent trips. She loved
everyone in the family, and especially Spark, because she was a special child and she was handed to her as a baby, with
the fictional birth certificate, to raise from a baby. In the birth certificate, only the year was true. Aunt Stu frequently
said that the situation was great because they were healthy. She wanted so much to help Spark find his biological
parents, but she had no idea how to do that. That's why the smart Aunt Stu did the best for all family-she said the truth.
"Spark, she said, I do not know who your biological parents are, but I love you as your own, a native child. I
want to help you find them, but I just do not know how. I help you with this basic information that you should look for
them.
Your act of birth is with completely untrue data, only the year of birth is true. I think you must know. " In
Spark ` birth certificate Aunt Stu and Uncle Pask were enrolled as parents.
When Spark was 14, her grandmother Dina died on the same date as Spark was born on October 11. It was
proof of Aunt Stu that she did the right thing. Spark's false date of birth was not a celebration of a birthday. This date
became a symbol of eternal sadness on her deceased grandmother. That same grandmother with whom the summer was
eating rice with olives under the pear tree in front of the house. Spark started working as a teacher in English at the
small town school. The first year was a teacher with English, and the second year was a second-tutor training. So she
spent four years as a tutor before she became a director. Very difficult years were, but also fun at the same time. What
experience!
Misis Angel, when she was Director and her partner, Diabolo, threatened her with dismissal. They had
created an intolerable atmosphere of stress and harassment. That the pupils were
noisy and unbearable, they were everywhere, and Spark was not to blame for it. Every day they called her on the phone
to make her do something, buy the twenty from the shops.
Spark did this work. We are people and we need to help.
That's why she bought this apartment in the center - to be near the shops, pharmacies, the post office, the bookstores,
the computer and telephone services, near the bus stations and the railway stations and the airport. But Ms. Angel and
Diabolo were very cruel people, and Spark frequently phoned the psychologist to talk. Especially the conversation with
him had helped her when he was threatened with dismissal. The psychologist was of a special nature -helping, biting
and damaging.
He told her that nothing had happened, to calm down, and that my colleagues and the director could not do anything to
her. "But do not you know what you want to be - a teacher or an educator? What are you really !? The fuzzy image are
you. " The psychologist squinted at the bewilderment.
Spark became very uncomfortable to hear that she was a "Fuzzy Image." Spark said that teachers in the
afternoon (educators) and teachers in the morning are all teachers. And that she may be become a director, she's done
right. "Look at you! For example I do not see myself as a school principal, said the Psychologist , and he continued:
And when you become a Director, you will throw them away all those threatening to fire you, you will fire them!
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Nonsense, Spark replied, but they have loans to banks, I will not fire anybody. I'm not like them to harass people. "
"And you have credit”!," the Psychologist bit her.
Spark thought he was a fool and said:
"I did not eat , I did not drank the money, but I bought my apartment!"
So she drank an aspirin, and then another one.
And she thought," You do not have an apartment. You are for rent, money in the wind and that's why you will never
become the owner."Spark just think that and say nothing, she knew that would hurt him. It was not her style to hurt
people.
But she felt hurt because an apartment to buy, even the cheapest, is a great test.
But the decision was taken long ago, and after two years Spark cut three times the loan years - from 30 to 10.
But when the age was 30, it was a shock for her. A long time. As long as 10 years ago were short, we see a time limit
after which she would be the real owner of an apartment in Old City.
The cutest achievement was that she felt good she was not giving her money on the wind for rent. In her own
home no one was confused, took a cat, do not hinder landlords to knock for rent, for electricity, for water ...
She began to write, to draw, to work in peace in a real, own home. It was a wonderful place to create for her.
The bad thing was that it was tiny - just one room and no balcony. The psychologist once said that once she had bought
a home, apparently thinks of a job with which to increase her income. Clever like a fox. Spark said he was writing a
book, and he made a disdainful grimace that spoke more than words. Words often serve as a delusion, while the tongue
of the body seldom lies.
“Oh, that man underestimates me”, Spark thought.”
So he will write psychological analyzes, and she will be scorned if she writes something. Shockingly unfair.
So he can write nonsense about psychology, which may have been written from somewhere - until he checks a person,
he cannot know.
The truth is that there are not so many brains to earn a Doctor of Psychology. That means having original
thoughts, and Spark just did not believe he had any original thoughts. It s normal. Face-to-face meetings are very, very,
very important.
The psychologist also rejected Spark's idea of giving money to find her biological parents. What psychologist! He
would kills her day after day.
Did she need it? "
I am sure. No.
If we ask who has given this psychologist a job.
A servant of a dog.
Jane said that in general of people who found work in the age of unemployment are servants of a evil people, evil like
a dog.
And why did Spark take it to work? And why was that bullying? "
Spark found the answer.
Diabolo's daughter was sick and needed a kidney.
Diablo naturally was ready to kill a man to save her daughter.
She was trying to kill Spark with extreme stressful situations, hoping to get a heart attack, and so to provoke a natural
donor situation.
A tragedy with a stranger occurred at Christmas on the third year.
Diabolo triggered connections and made a successful operation.
After the successful operation, Diabolo began to behave more humanly. That was her style.
She got happiness the misery of another.
Then Marlene wrote a written complaint against Spark that there was no discipline in the class room afternoon.
Director Ms. Strawberry, on the advice of her friend Ms. Stronger, showed the complaint sheet to understand Spark
what Marlene really was.
But Strowberry said, "I will throw away this complaint."
The psychologist was aware of everything that was happening.
As an expert in psychology, he had some acquaintance with the police and knew more than he did for
everyone, including Spark.
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Spark told Jane that she had a boyfriend with whom she was coming out. The most common thing in the
world-having boyfriend.
Jane was angry and told the Psychologist that Spark has boyfriend. He was also angry.
“It was enough, I would not live to make anyone angry”, Spark thought.
What kind of people were these two?
Apparently they were feeding on the weaknesses of people. Like vampires.
They feel that someone was at a crossroads and hesitated, enjoyed his inability to make quick decisions, his slow or
missing reactions.
This gave them strength because they themselves were unable to make decisions about their own lives.
They compared what he did at work and in his private life.
They were glad that others had no connections in their private lives because they did not have it.
Why did you then have to tell the truth of such people?
In order to have time for himself and for calm decision making, Spark preferred to lie to leave her alone.
To be right, important decisions must be made when a person is calm, happy and not hungry.
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